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1. Introduction
Neural architecture search (NAS) has achieved remarkable success in automatically designing efficient models for
image classification [76, 43, 47, 53, 6, 79, 5, 64, 92, 26].
* This work was done when Mingyu was a research intern at Bytedance.
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High-resolution representations (HR) are essential for
dense prediction tasks such as segmentation, detection, and
pose estimation. Learning HR representations is typically
ignored in previous Neural Architecture Search (NAS) methods that focus on image classification. This work proposes
a novel NAS method, called HR-NAS, which is able to find
efficient and accurate networks for different tasks, by effectively encoding multiscale contextual information while
maintaining high-resolution representations. In HR-NAS,
we renovate the NAS search space as well as its searching strategy. To better encode multiscale image contexts
in the search space of HR-NAS, we first carefully design
a lightweight transformer, whose computational complexity
can be dynamically changed with respect to different objective functions and computation budgets. To maintain highresolution representations of the learned networks, HR-NAS
adopts a multi-branch architecture that provides convolutional encoding of multiple feature resolutions, inspired by
HRNet [73]. Last, we proposed an efficient fine-grained
search strategy to train HR-NAS, which effectively explores
the search space, and finds optimal architectures given various tasks and computation resources. As shown in Fig.1
(a), HR-NAS is capable of achieving state-of-the-art tradeoffs between performance and FLOPs for three dense prediction tasks and an image classification task, given only
small computational budgets. For example, HR-NAS surpasses SqueezeNAS [63] that is specially designed for semantic segmentation while improving efficiency by 45.9%.
Code is available at https://github.com/dingmyu/HR-NAS.
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Figure 1. Comparisons of the efficiency (i.e., FLOPs) and the performance (e.g., Acc, mIoU, AP) on 4 computer vision tasks, i.e.,
classification (ImageNet), segmentation (CityScapes), pose estimation (COCO), and 3D detection (KITTI), between the proposed
approach and existing SoTA methods. Each method is represented
by a circle, whose size represents the number of parameters. ⋆
represents the optimal model with both high performance and low
FLOPs. Our approach achieves superior performance under similar FLOPs compared to its counterparts on all four benchmarks.

NAS has also been applied to improve the efficiency of
models for dense prediction tasks such as semantic segmentation [63, 8] and pose estimation [19]. However, existing
NAS methods for dense prediction either directly extend the
search space designed for image classification [19, 44], only
search for a feature aggregation head [54, 8], organizing
network cells in a chain-like single-branch manner [46, 63].
This lack of consideration to the specificity of dense prediction hinders the performance advancement of NAS methods
compared to the best hand-crafted models [73, 23].
In principle, dense prediction tasks require the integrity
of the global context and the high-resolution (HR) representation; the former is critical to clarify ambiguous local features [87] at each pixel, and the latter is useful for the accu-
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rate prediction of fine details [39], such as semantic boundaries and keypoint locations. However, these two aspects,
especially the HR representations, have not got enough attention in existing NAS algorithms for classification. The
straightforward strategy to implement the principle is manually combining multi-scale features at the end of the network [46, 9, 41], while recent approaches [23, 73, 88] show
the performance can be enhanced by putting multi-scale
feature processing within the network backbone. Another
observation from recent research is that multi-scale convolutional representations can not guarantee a global outlook of the image since dense prediction tasks often come
with high input resolution but a network often only covers
a fixed receptive field. Therefore, global attention strategies such as SENet [34] and non-local network [75] have
been proposed to enrich image convolutional features. Most
recently, inspired by its success in natural language processing, Transformer architectures [72, 66], which contain
global attention with spatial encoding, have also shown superior results when combined with convolutional neural network for image classification [24] and object detection [7].
Motivated by the above observations, in this work, we
propose a NAS algorithm, which incorporates these strategies, i.e. in-network multi-scale features and transformers,
and enables their adaptive changing with respect to task
objectives and resource constraints. In practice, it is nontrivial to put them together. Firstly, Transformer has a high
computational cost that is quadratic w.r.t. image pixels and
hence unfriendly to the NAS search space of efficient architectures. We solve this through a dynamic down projection
strategy, yielding a lightweight and plug-and-play transformer architecture that can be combined with other convolutional neural architectures. In addition, searching a fused
space of multi-scale convolution and transformers needs
proper feature normalization, selection of fusion strategies
and balancing. We did extensive studies to calibrate various
model choices that generalize to multiple tasks.
In summary, HR-NAS works as follows. We first setup
a super network, where each layer contains a multi-branch
parallel module followed by a fusion module. The parallel
module contains searching blocks with multiple resolutions,
and the fusion module contains searching blocks of feature
fusion determining how feature from different resolutions
fuses. Then, based on the computational budget and the
task objective, a fine-grained progressive shrinking search
strategy is introduced to prune redundant channels in convolutions and queries in transformers, resulting in an efficient
model that provides the best trade-off between performance
and computational costs. With extensive experiments, HRNAS achieves state-of-the-art on multiple dense prediction
tasks and competitive results on image classification under
highly efficient settings with a single search. Fig. 1 shows a
comprehensive comparison of our proposed approach with

previous NAS approaches as well as manually designed networks on four different tasks.
Our main contributions are three-fold. (1) We introduce
a novel lightweight and plug-and-play transformer, which
is highly efficient and can be easily combined with convolutional networks for computer vision tasks. (2) We propose a well-designed multi-resolution search space containing both convolutions and transformers to model in-network
multi-scale information and global contexts for dense prediction tasks. To our best knowledge, we are the first to integrate transformers in a resource-constrained NAS search
space for computer vision. (3) A resource-aware search
strategy allows us to customize efficient architectures for
different tasks. Extensive experiments show models produced by our NAS algorithm achieve state-of-the-art on
three dense prediction tasks and four widely used benchmarks with lower computational costs.

2. Related Work
Transformers. Transformer [72, 66], a model architecture
relying on a self-attention mechanism to learn dependencies between input and target, is used primarily in natural
language processing. Generative Pre-trained Transformer
(GPT) uses language modeling as a pre-training task [58, 4].
BERT [21] improves Transformer with a masked language
model and a learned positional embedding to replace the sinusoidal positional encoding [72].
Since Transformer is suitable for capturing global information and pairwise interactions, some attempts [75, 7, 24,
77] have been made to adapt it to computer vision. Nonlocal networks [75] proposed a self-attention architecture
to capture long-range interactions which can be viewed as
a simplified version of Transformer. DETR [7] formulates
object detection as a set prediction problem, which is naturally modeled as a sequence prediction task by the Transformer. Visual Transformers [77] represent images as a set
of visual tokens and apply a Transformer-based structure to
detect relationships between visual semantic concepts for
semantic segmentation. iGPT [10] uses a standard Transformer to unsupervisedly learn generative relationships of
image pixels. However, since its computational complexity
grows quadratically with the number of pixels, such applications of Transformers in computer vision are computationally expensive. Some approaches [61, 48, 37, 74, 13]
leverage network compression techniques, such as dynamic
routing and knowledge distillation, to improve the efficiency of Transformers in NLP. However, efficient Transformers are seldom explored in computer vision. In light of
this, we formulate Transformer into an efficient and plugand-play module that is seamlessly integrated into a welldesigned NAS search space.
Neural Architecture Search for Efficient models. Early
approaches utilize reinforcement learning [93] and evo-
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lution algorithms [60, 51] to find efficient and powerful
network structures. However, these methods are usually
computationally expensive. To improve the efficiency of
the search process, differentiable search methods such as
Darts [47, 38, 80] and ProxylessNAS [6] formulate the
search space as a super-graph where the probability to
adopt an operator is represented by a continuous importance
weight, allowing an efficient search of the architecture using gradient descent. Other approaches [3, 67, 31] utilize
a random sampling approach when training the super-net
and search for the best model candidate after the network
converges. Inspired by the manually designed structures,
[68, 33] use a search space based on MobileNetV2 [62] to
search for efficient structures. Mixed convolution [70, 53]
is also adopted in NAS search spaces due to its multi-scale
feature modeling capability. Recently, model scaling techniques are used to expand the search space from operators
to other hyper-parameters such as input resolutions, channel numbers, and layer numbers [5, 84]. In order to search
for efficient models, the existing methods usually borrow
efficient operators from manually designed networks, such
as depthwise convolution and Inverted Residual Block [62].
To construct the search space with more powerful operators,
we design a new efficient Transformer structure that can be
directly inserted into existing NAS search spaces.
Neural Architecture Search for Dense Prediction. The
current NAS algorithms either reuse search spaces for image classification or only search for a feature aggregation
head for dense prediction tasks. A single branch supernet structure is usually utilized for dense prediction tasks
such as semantic segmentation [63, 46, 44], object detection [25, 12, 28], and human pose estimation [19]. Structures of feature aggregation head are also discovered using
NAS algorithms for semantic segmentation [8, 54]. Recent
explorations [29, 88] aim to find an optimal network layout in a hierarchical multi-scale search space. However,
their search spaces use fixed width of layers which result
in computationally heavy models. In contrast, we propose
a multi-branch search space where each branch specializes
for a typical feature resolution. The same search space can
be directly used for various dense prediction tasks that have
different preferences on the granularity of features, in which
the computation budget is allocated for different resolutions
through an end-to-end optimization.
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Our method aims to search for network structures within
a multi-branch search space containing both Convolutions
and Transformers with a resource-aware search strategy. In
this section, we first introduce our lightweight Transformers. We then detail our multi-branch search space and how
to integrate our Transformers into it. Finally, we describe
the resource-aware fine-grained search strategy.
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Figure 2. The architecture of our lightweight Transformer, which
contains a projector, an encoder, and a decoder. It can be used
plug-and-play to enhance the global context of image features.

3.1. Lightweight Transformers
The standard Transformer [72, 7] cannot be directly applied to high-resolution images and mobile scenarios, as its
computational cost grows quadratically to the number of
pixels. Our lightweight Transformer shown in Fig. 2, which
consists of a projector, an encoder, and a decoder, is proposed to solve this issue (see Fig. 2).
Projector. To reduce the computational costs, we project
the input feature X ∈ Rc×h×w , together with the positional
encoding, into a reduced size of n × s × s by a projection
function P(·), where n denotes the number of queries and
s × s is the reduced spatial size. Formally, the projection
process can be represented by:
X ′ = P(Concat(X, P )),

(1)

where Concat denotes the concatenation operator, P ∈
Rdp ×h×w is a positional encoding which compensates for
the loss of spatial information during the self-attention pro2
cess, and X ′ ∈ Rn×s is the projected and flattened embedding. The projector P first uses a point-wise convolution
(with a Batch Normalization layer) to reduce the channel
dimension of the feature map from c + dp to a smaller dimension n and then uses a bilinear interpolation operation
to resize the spatial dimension of the feature map to s × s.
The positional encoding P in Eq. 1, is simply a normalized
2D positional map:
P [0, i, j] = i/h,
P [1, i, j] = j/w,

3. Methodology

Attented Features

Add

Add & Norm

i ∈ [0, h − 1]

j ∈ [0, w − 1]

(2)

The 2D positional map P is very efficient as it contains
only 2 channels (i.e., dp = 2). Later in the experiments, we
show that this simple encoding outperforms the sinusoidal
positional encoding [72] and the learned embedding [7].
Encoder. After the projection, the original feature X is
transformed into a set of n tokens X ′ ; each token is an s2 dimensional semantic embedding with positional information. X ′ , is then fed into our encoder as queries, keys, and
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Figure 3. (a) Our multi-branch search space, which is composed of parallel modules and fusion modules alternately. “1/4, 1/8, . . .” denote
the down-sampling ratios. (b) Illustration of parallel modules and fusion modules. The red, black, and blue arrows represent the reduction
searching blocks, normal searching blocks, and normal searching blocks with upsampling, respectively. The cubes represent feature maps.
In this example, the fusion module generates an extra branch from the previous lowest-resolution branch by a reduction searching block.
(c) The proposed searching block that contains both convolutions with different kernel sizes C1 , C2 , C3 and a lightweight Transformer T .
2

values Q, K, V ∈ Rn×s . Following the standard Transformer [72], our lightweight Transformer is built upon the
Multi-Head Self-Attention A(·), which allows the model to
jointly attend to information at different positions. It is defined as:
Aenc (Q, K, V ) = Concat(head1 , . . . , headh )W O

where headi = Attention(QWiQ , KWiK , V WiV )
#
"
QWiQ (KWiK )T
√
V WiV
= softmax
d

(3)

where h is the number of heads, d is the hidden dimensions of the attended subspaces, and WiQ , WiK , WiV ∈
2
2
Rs ×d , W O ∈ Rhd×s are learned embeddings (weights).
A position-wise Feed-Forward Network (FFN) Fenc (·),
which consists of two linear transformations with a ReLU
activation in between, is then applied to the attended features:
Fenc (x) = max(0, xW1 + b1 )W2 + b2
s2 ×4s2

4s2 ×s2

(4)

where W1 ∈ R
, W2 ∈ R
, b1 and b2 are the
weights and biases of the linear layers respectively. We employ residual connections [32] around both the Multi-Head
Self-Attention layer and the Feed-Forward Network, which
are followed by layer normalization [1] as in [72].
Decoder. Our decoder follows the same paradigm of the encoder: Multi-Head Self-Attention layer and Feed-Forward
Networks. It uses the output of the encoder F as keys and
values and a set of n learnable s2 -dimensional semantic em2
beddings S ∈ Rn×s as queries. The decoder can be formalized as Fdec (Adec (S, F, F )). Finally, the output of the
decoder is transformed back to the proper shape by an inb
verse projection function P(·).
Like the projector P , the
b consists of a point-wise convolution
inverse projector P(·)
(with a Batch Normalization layer) and a bilinear interpola-

tion operation. Note that since image modeling is not a sequence prediction task, and there is no temporal relationship
between the semantic tokens, we remove the first MultiHead Attention in the standard Transformer decoder [72].
Time Complexity. The time complexities of our MultiHead Self-Attention and our FFN are O(4nds2 + 2n2 d)
and O(8ns4 ), respectively, where s2 , d and n are in the projected low-dimensional space. Since s2 is a projected small
spatial size, the overall time complexity (FLOPs) OT (n)
of our Transformer is approximately linear with n2 d. In
the following part, we will further introduce a fine-grained
search strategy to reduce the number of tokens n in order to
make the lightweight Transformer more efficient.
In summary, the main difference between our
lightweight Transformer and the standard Transformer [72,
7] lies in: (1) A projection function P(·) is used to learn
self-attention in a low-dimensional space. (2) A simpler
yet effective 2D positional map P is used for positional encoding. (3) The first Multi-Head Attention and the spatial
encoding in the standard Transformer decoder are removed.

3.2. Multi-branch Search Space
Inspired by HRNet [73], we design a multi-branch
search space for dense predictions that contains both multiscale features and global contexts while maintaining highresolution representations throughout the network.
Overview. The network consists of two modules: the parallel module and the fusion module. Both of the two modules are constructed with our searching blocks. As shown
in Fig. 3 (a), after two convolutions which decrease the
feature resolution to 1/4 of the input image size, we start
with this high-resolution branch and gradually add high-tolow resolution branches through fusion modules, and con-
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nect the multi-resolution branches in parallel through parallel modules. Finally, multi-branch features are resized and
concatenated together, and connected to the final classification/regression layer without any additional heads.
The parallel module obtains larger receptive fields and
multi-scale features by stacking searching blocks in each
branch. It has m ∈ [1, 4] branches containing nc1 , . . . , ncm
convolutions with nw1 , . . . , nwm channels in each branch.
A fusion module is used after a parallel module to exchange information across multiple branches. An extra
lower-resolution branch is also generated from the previously lowest-resolution branch until it reaches 1/32 downsampling ratios. A fusion module takes min branches from
the previous parallel module as input and outputs mout
branches. For each output branch, all its neighboring input branches are fused by using the searching block to
unify their feature map sizes. For example, a 1/8 output
branch integrates information of 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16 input
branches. In our fusion module, the high-to-low resolution
feature transformation is realized by the reduction searching
block, while the low-to-high resolution feature transformation is implemented with the normal searching block and
upsampling.
Searching block. As shown in Fig. 3 (c), our searching
block contains two paths: one path is a MixConv [70], the
other path is a lightweight Transformer which aims to provide more global contexts. The number of convolutional
channels and the number of tokens in the Transformer are
searchable parameters.
Formally, let X be the input of c feature channels (the
spatial dimension is omitted for simplicity). In the MixConv path, the first layer is a point-wise convolution C0
which expands X to a 3r × c dimension (i.e., the expansion
ratio is 3r); the output is split into three parts with an equal
number of channels (i.e., each with r × c channels), which
are then fed into three depth-wise convolutions C1 , C2 , C3
with kernel sizes of 3 × 3, 5 × 5, and 7 × 7, respectively.
The outputs of these three layers are concatenated, followed
by another point-wise convolution C4 that produces the feature map with the desired number of channels c′ . In the
Transformer path, a lightweight Transformer T with n tokens is applied to the input feature X to obtain the global
self-attention. The outputs of two branches are added as the
final output of the searching block. Intuitively, the Transformer path can be regarded as a residual path for enhancing
the global context within the searching block. The information flow in a searching block can be written as:
X ′ = C4 (Concat(C1 (C0 (X)1 ), C2 (C0 (X)2 ), C3 (C0 (X)3 ))) + T (X)
(5)

where C0 (X)i represents the i-th part of the output of
C0 (X), as shown in Fig. 3 (c). Note that when the strides of
the convolutions C1 , C2 , C3 are equal to 2, as in the reduction
b in Transformer
searching block, the inverse projection P(·)

resizes its input into half size of the original spatial dimension in order to match the output shape of C4 .

3.3. Resource-aware Fine-grained Search
Our supernet is a multi-branch network where each
branch is a chain of searching blocks operating at different resolutions; each searching block combines a MixConv
and a Transformer. Unlike previous searching methods that
are designed for specific tasks, we aim to customize the network for various tasks. Specifically, we propose a resourceaware channel/query-wise fine-grained search strategy to
explore the optimal feature combination for different tasks.
We adopt a progressive shrinking NAS paradigm which
generates lightweight models by discarding some of the
convolutional channels and Transformer queries during
training. As described in [53], as channels in depth-wise
convolutions are independent in our searching block, any
channels from these convolutions can be easily removed
without affecting the other searching blocks; we only need
to remove the corresponding weights from the convolutions.
Similarly, if a token of the Transformer is discarded, we just
remove the corresponding weights from the 1 × 1 convolub
tions of the projections P(·) and P(·),
and the corresponding embedding from queries S.
In the rest of this paper, we call a channel of the depthwise convolutions or a token in Transformers a search unit.
A searching block with c input channels, the expansion ratio
of 3r, and n tokens has 3rc + n search units in total.
Following Darts [47], we introduce an importance factor
α > 0 that can be learned jointly with the network weights
for each search unit of the searching block. We then progressively discard those with low importance while maintaining overall performance. Inspired by works on channel
pruning [85, 49, 53], we add a resource-aware L1 penalty
on α, which effectively pushes importance factors of high
computational costs to zero. Specifically, the L1 penalty of
a search unit is weighted by the amount of the reduction in
computational cost ∆ > 0 (i.e. FLOPs in this case):

∆i =


3 × 3 × h × w,



5 × 5 × h × w,
7 × 7 × h × w,


OT (n′ ) − OT (n′ − 1),

i ∈ [0, rc)
i ∈ [rc, 2rc)
i ∈ [2rc, 3rc)
i ∈ [3rc, 3rc + n)

(6)

where OT is the FLOPs of the Transformer defined in
Sec. 3.1, i is the index of the search unit, n′ is the number of
remaining tokens. Note that ∆’s for search units of convolutions are fixed, while in the Transformer, ∆’s is a function
of the number of remaining tokens. It is worth mentioning
that, although FLOPs is not always a good measure of latency, we use it anyway as it is the most widely and easily
used metric. The Eq. 7 can be easily adapted to use other
metrics, e.g., latency and energy cost.
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With the added resource-aware penalty term, the overall
training loss is:
L = Ltask + λ

X

i∈[0,3rc+n)

∆i |αi |

(7)

Table 1. Comparision with state-of-the-arts on ImageNet under the
mobile setting. † denotes methods using Swish activation [59],
‡
denotes methods trained on AutoAugment [17] or RandAugment [18]. FLOPs is measured using an input size of 224 × 224.
Model

where Ltask denotes the standard classification/regression
loss, and λ denotes the coefficient of the L1 penalty term.
During training, after every few epochs, we progressively remove the search units whose importance factors are
below a predefined threshold ǫ and re-calibrate the running
statistics of Batch Normalization (BN) layers. Note that if
all tokens of a Transformer are removed, the Transformer
will degenerate into a residual path, as shown in Fig. 2.
When the search ends, the remaining structure not only
represents the best accuracy-efficiency trade-offs, but also
has the optimal low-level/high-level and local/global feature combination for a specific task. In addition, since the
network training and architecture search are conducted in
a unified end-to-end manner, the resulting network can be
used directly without fine-tuning.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details
To validate the generalizability of our method, we select five benchmark datasets on four representative tasks
for performance evaluation: image classification on ImageNet [20], human pose estimation on COCO keypoint [45], semantic segmentation on Cityscapes [16] and
ADE20K [91], and 3D object detection on KITTI [27].
These benchmarks are carefully selected as they require
different receptive fields, global/local contexts, and 2D/3D
perceptions. In this work, the same supernet is used for
all five benchmarks; It begins with two 3 × 3 convolutions
with stride 2, which is followed by five parallel modules
(respectively with 1, 2, 3, 4, 4 branches); a fusion module
is inserted between every two adjacent parallel modules, to
obtain multi-scale features. For Transformers, we set s = 8,
d = s2 = 64, and h = 1. In some evaluation experiments
without search, we fix d = 8. The expansion ratio r of
the searching block is set to be 4. For the MixConv, we
use the scales from the batch normalization layers after the
depth-wise convolutions as the importance factors; for the
Transformer, we use the scales from the batch normalization
layer in the projector P as the importance factors. On each
benchmark, we obtain HR-NAS-A and HR-NAS-B using
different λ values. Search units with α < 0.001 are deemed
unimportant and removed every five epochs. Unless specified, all experiments in this paper use standard training protocols, e.g., we don’t apply techniques like AutoAug [17],
Mixup [86], and Cutout [22]. All our models are trained
from scratch without pretraining on the ImageNet dataset,
and are evaluated with single-scale input and without multicrop. Details of the datasets and the training settings for
each task can be found in Supplemental Materials.

Params

FLOPs

Top-1(%)

CondenseNet [36]
ShuffleNetV1 [89]
ShuffleNetV2 [52]
MobileNetV2 [62]
MobileNetV3 [33]†
EfficientNet-B0 [69]†‡

2.9M
3.4M
3.5M
3.4M
5.4M
5.3M

274M
292M
299M
300M
219M
390M

71.0
71.5
72.6
72.0
75.2
77.3

FBNet-B [76]
AutoSlim-MobileNetV2 [83]
Proxyless [6]
DA-NAS [19]
AtomNAS-A [53]
SinglePathOneShot [31]
FairNAS-C [15]
MnasNet-A1 [68]
TF-NAS-C [35]
SCARLET-B [14]
ST-NAS-A [30]

4.5M
5.7M
4.1M
−
3.9M
3.4M
4.4M
3.9M
−
6.5M
5.2M

295M
305M
320M
323M
258M
328M
321M
312M
284M
329M
326M

74.1
74.2
74.6
74.3
74.6
74.7
74.7
75.2
75.2
76.3
76.4

HR-NAS-A
HR-NAS-B

5.5M
6.4M

267M
325M

75.7
76.5

MixNet-S [70]†
AtomNAS-A+ [53]†
Once-for-all [5]†
Once-for-all (finetuned) [5]†
BigNAS [84]†‡
FairNAS-C+ [15]†

4.1M
4.7M
4.4M
4.4M
4.5M
5.6M

256M
260M
230M
230M
242M
325M

75.8
76.3
76.0
76.9
76.5
76.7

HR-NAS-A †‡
HR-NAS-B †‡

5.5M
6.4M

267M
325M

76.6
77.3

4.2. Comparative Results
We conduct experiments against the state-of-the-art
methods on five benchmarks: image classification on ImageNet (Tab. 1), semantic segmentation on Cityscapes
(Tab. 2), semantic segmentation on ADE20K (Tab. 3), human pose estimation on COCO keypoint (Tab. 4), and 3d
object detection on KITTI (Tab. 5). From these tables we
can see that: (1) Our method achieves state-of-the-art performance on all three dense prediction tasks and competitive results on the classification task. Compared with other
tasks, classification usually benefits less from multi-scale
and global contexts because it aggregates position-invariant
features through global pooling. (2) Many existing methods, such as [84, 44, 41] utilize additional modules or pretraining on the ImageNet dataset to get better performance
for a specific task. In contrast, our method is able to show
superior results across multiple challenging datasets without any bells and whistles. (3) We evaluate the mean and
standard deviation of 5 runs on Cityscapes [16] with Random Search [42] as a baseline. It shows that our method
yields stable results with a standard deviation of about only
0.3. (4) For NAS methods toward high segmentation accuracy [46, 25] rather than accuracy-efficiency trade-offs,
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Table 2. Comparative results on the CityScapes validation set
(mIoU,%). * indicates the model is pre-trained on the ImageNet
dataset. FLOPs is measured using an input size of 512 × 1024. †
denotes the model is reduced by us for acc-efficiency trade-offs.
Model
SegNet [2]
Enet [57]
BiSeNet [82]
MobileNetV2 [62]
MobileNetV3-Large [33]
HRNet-W18-Small [73]

Params

FLOPs

mIoU(%)

29.47M
0.37M
5.8M
2.11M
1.51M
3.94M

649G
8.69G
6.58G
5.33G
2.48G
19.30G

57.00
58.30
69.00
70.71
72.36
75.44

C3 [56]
SkipNet-MobileNet [65]*
EDANet [50]
SwiftNet [55]
DFANet [41]*
ShuffleNetV2+DPC [71]
Auto-DeepLab [46]-Tiny†
GAS [44]*
SqueezeNAS-Large [63]
SpineNet-49 [25]-Tiny†
Random Search [42]

0.20M
−
0.68M
11.80M
7.8M
3.00M
3.16M
1.50M
0.73M
5.49M
6.11±2.25M

6.45G
13.80G
7.98G
26G
1.7G
6.92G
27.29G
−
8.35G
37.99G
7.09±1.88G

61.96
62.40
65.11
70.20
70.30
71.30
71.21
71.80
72.40
74.18
70.20±3.01

HR-NAS-A
HR-NAS-B

2.20±0.14M
3.85±0.19M

1.91±0.11G
4.66±0.17G

74.26±0.37
75.90±0.30

Table 3. Comparative results on the ADE20K validation set
(mIoU,%). FLOPs is measured using an input size of 512 × 512.
Model

Params

FLOPs

mIoU(%)

MobileNetV2[62]
MobileNetV3-Large[33]
HRNet-W18-Small [73]

2.20M
1.60M
3.97M

2.76G
1.32G
10.23G

32.04
32.31
33.41

HR-NAS-A
HR-NAS-B

2.49M
3.86M

1.42G
2.19G

33.22
34.92

Table 4. Comparisons on COCO keypoint validation set. * indicates the model is pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset. Params
and FLOPs are calculated for the pose estimation network, and
those for human detection and keypoint grouping are not included.
Method

Input size Params FLOPs AP APM APL AR

ShuffleNetV1 [89]*
ShuffleNetV2 [52]*
MobileNetV2 [62]*
NAS-CSS [54]
DA-NAS [19]
CPN [11]
SimpleBaseline-50 [78]*
HRNet-W32 [73]
AutoPose [29]

256 × 192
256 × 192
256 × 192
256 × 192
256 × 192
256 × 192
256 × 192
256 × 192
256 × 192

HR-NAS-A
HR-NAS-B
ShuffleNetV1 [89]*
ShuffleNetV2 [52]*
MobileNetV2 [62]*
SimpleBaseline-50 [78]*
PoseNFS-3 [81]
HRNet-W32 [73]

256 × 192 1.7M 0.25G 67.7
256 × 192 6.1M 1.35G 73.7
384 × 288 1.0M 0.35G 62.2
384 × 288 1.3M 0.37G 63.6
384 × 288 2.3M 0.74G 67.3
384 × 288 34.0M 20.02G 72.2
384 × 288 15.8M 14.8G 73.0
384 × 288 28.5M 16.0G 74.9

HR-NAS-A
HR-NAS-B

384 × 288
384 × 288

1.0M 0.16G
1.3M 0.17G
2.3M 0.33G
2.9M 1.48G
10.9M 2.18G
27.0M 6.20G
34.0M 8.90G
28.5M 7.10G
− 10.65G

1.1M
6.6M

58.5 55.2 64.6
59.8 56.5 66.2
64.6 61.0 71.1
65.9 63.1 70.0
68.4 65.5 74.4
69.4
−
−
70.4 67.1 77.2
73.4 70.2 80.1
73.6 69.8 79.7
65.4
70.2
57.8
59.5
62.8
68.1
−
71.5

71.1
80.6
69.5
70.7
74.7
79.7
−
80.8

65.1
66.4
70.7
69.3
75.7
−
76.3
78.9
78.1
70.8
79.3
68.4
69.7
72.8
77.6
−
79.3

0.35G 65.7 62.5 72.1 71.4
3.72G 75.5 72.6 81.7 79.4

Table 5. Vehicle 3D detection results(AP,%) on the KITTI split1
validation set. All methods are implemented based on the Pointpillar [40] framework. FLOPs is calculated for 2D RPN network
using an input size of 496 × 432.
Method

Params

FLOPs

Moderate

Easy

Hard

ShuffleNetV2 [52]
MobileNetV2 [62]
Pointpillar [40]

1.69M
2.49M
4.80M

2.26G
6.47G
61.75G

66.73
67.65
77.12

80.74
82.52
86.61

61.84
64.22
72.71

HR-NAS-A
HR-NAS-B

2.13M
4.74M

3.22G
15.65G

69.74
78.49

83.09
87.62

64.89
75.53

we reduce their network width to 1/2 (and depth to 1/2
for [46]), thus obtain the tiny variants. Our method outperforms the second-best competitor by a large margin on
Cityscapes (74.18 vs. 76.01), ADE20K (33.41 vs. 34.92),
and COCO keypoint (74.9 vs. 75.5) using a much lighter
model, showing its superiority and accuracy-efficiency balance ability on dense prediction tasks.

Table 6. Ablation study of our search space on the CityScapes semantic segmentation validation set.

4.3. Ablation Study

Lightweight Transformer. In Tab. 7, we study the choice
of positional embeddings. It can be seen that using the proposed 2D positional map in the encoder of the Transformer
achieves better performance than using the sinusoidal position encoding [72] and the learned position embedding [21].
This may be because our lightweight Transformer has fewer
queries and smaller token dimensions than the other two,
and therefore it is unnecessary to use high dimension representation for position information. We also evaluate the
alternative which uses the 2D positional map at both the encoder and the decoder; the performance is slightly worse
than the encoder-only option.
The proposed Transformer can be used as a plug-andplay component. To show this, we add our Transformer
to the Inverted Residual Blocks of two efficient models ShuffleNetV2 [52] and MobileNetV2 [62], and evalu-

Search Space. In this part, we study the design components of our search space. In Tab. 6 we show how the introduction of different components affects the performance
and FLOPs, using the Cityscapes segmentation benchmark
as an example. The baseline search space, “Single-branch”
in Tab. 6, is a single-branch network with only 3 × 3 convolutions, where the up-sampling operations are applied at
the end for dense prediction tasks. Adding the multi-branch
architecture increases the mIoU from 66.23% to 68.65%
with fewer parameters and FLOPs, showing the effectiveness of our multi-branch design. The MixConv with a mix
of 3×3, 5×5, 7×7 convolutions in the searching block further improves the mIoU by 3.34%. Finally, the lightweight
Transformer provides another gain of 2.56% (71.99% v.s.
74.55%) with only extra 70M FLOPs.
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Method

Params FLOPs mIoU(%) mACC(%) aACC(%)

Single-branch
Multi-branch
+MixConv
+Transformer

1.59M
0.82M
1.12M
2.23M

1.81G
1.64G
1.86G
1.93G

66.23
68.65
71.99
74.55

75.57
78.26
80.33
82.98

94.43
94.80
95.40
95.54

(a) Image classification on ImageNet

(b) Semantic segmentation on Cityscapes

(c) Human pose estimation on COCO keypoint
(d) 3D object detection on KITTI
Figure 4. Visualization of the searched smaller architectures (i.e. HR-NAS-A) on four different tasks. The area of cyan, red, yellow, green,
and gray sectors indicate the number of 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7 convolutional channels, the number of transformer queries, and the number of
removed channels/queries, respectively. Note that if all queries and convolutional channels of a searching block are removed, the searching
block will degenerate into a residual path. For simplicity, we only visualize searching blocks in the parallel module. We can see that our
method is able to find different architectures for different tasks, showing that it can automatically adapt to various tasks.
Table 7. Comparisons (%) of different positional embedding of
Transformer with n = 8 and s = 8 on Cityscapes validation set.
‘Enc’ and ‘Dec’ denote the positional embedding are employed in
the encoder and decoder of the Transformer, respectively. FLOPs
is measured using an input size of 512 × 1024.
Input size

Params FLOPs mIoU mACC aACC

Baseline
Sinusoidal position encoding
Learned position embedding
2D positional map (Enc only)
2D positional map (Enc + Dec)

1.120M
2.346M
2.930M
2.273M
2.278M

1.863G
2.131G
2.236G
1.872G
1.873G

71.99
71.91
72.71
74.22
73.70

80.33
80.38
80.88
82.36
81.89

95.40
95.08
95.33
95.52
95.47

ate their performance on both ImageNet classification and
Cityscapes segmentation tasks. PSP module [90] is added
as segmentation head to all models. As shown in Tab. 8,
our Transformer improves the two baseline models on both
classification and segmentation tasks.

4.4. Visualization of Searched Networks
We visualized the four smaller models we found on each
of the four benchmarks (i.e. HR-NAS-A) in Fig. 4. We can
observe that our method can find different architectures for
different tasks, showing that it can automatically adapt to
various tasks: (1) In the image classification task and the
3D detection task, at the high-resolution branches (i.e. first
and second branches), the models we found remove most
of the search units; some searching blocks are even completely removed, as indicated by circles with complete gray
in Fig. 4). The reason is that in these two tasks, global semantic information is more important than local information. (2) The model for the segmentation task still retains
computation from the first two branches, as it is important
to keep high resolution imagery for semantic segmentation
tasks. (3) The human pose estimation model mainly utilizes the second and the third branches, which means it may

Table 8. Single-crop top-1 error rates (%) on the ImageNet, and
the mIoU (%) on the cityscapes dataset. All models are trained
from scratch. FLOPs is measured using classification models.
Method

Params

FLOPs top-1 mIoU

ShuffleNetV2 [52]
2.279M 0.150G
ShuffleNetV2 [52] + transformer 2.758M 0.157G

69.5
70.1

66.02
67.31

MobileNetV2 [62]
3.505M 0.319G
MobileNetV2 [62] + transformer 3.770M 0.321G

72.0
72.8

68.98
70.17

rely more on middle-resolution semantics instead of highresolution semantics. (4) Transformers are more used in
the segmentation and the human keypoint estimation tasks,
indicating these dense prediction tasks benefit more from
global contexts.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a lightweight and plug-andplay Transformer that can be easily combined with convolutional networks to enrich global contexts for dense
image prediction tasks. We then effectively encode both
the proposed Transformers and convolutions into a welldesigned high-resolution search space to model both global
and multiscale contextual information. A channel/querylevel fine-grained progressive shrinking strategy is applied
to the search space for searching and customizing efficient
models for various tasks. Our searched models achieve
state-of-the-art trade-offs between performance and FLOPs
for three dense prediction tasks and an image classification
task, given only small computational budgets.
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